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ABSTRACT 
Many disciplines are changing their traditional approaches to data, encouraging data producers to share data and 
enable researchers and practitioners to reuse data to answer new research questions and address educational needs. 
In response, data repositories have emerged, and the availability of data has increased. Repositories build 
infrastructure to facilitate data access and provide software tools for reuse. This paper analyzes the reuse of digital 
records of practice (DROP) in education through the lens of one software tool, Zaption, focusing on DROP reuse by 
teachers, teacher educators, and individuals involved in professional development activities. Using analytics data 
from one repository’s Zaption integration from 2012-2016, we found that producers and reusers of DROP preferred 
an array of rich communication tools over tools that added technical functionalities. The results contribute both to 
our knowledge of DROP reusers as well as inform repositories about software choices to facilitate reuse. 
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Abstract: Many disciplines are changing their traditional approaches to data, encouraging data 
producers to share data and enable researchers and practitioners to reuse data to answer new 
research questions and address educational needs. In response, data repositories have emerged, and 
the availability of data has increased. Repositories build infrastructure to facilitate data access and 
provide software tools for reuse. This paper analyzes the reuse of digital records of practice 
(DROP) in education through the lens of one software tool, Zaption, focusing on DROP reuse by 
teachers, teacher educators, and individuals involved in professional development activities. Using 
analytics data from one repository’s Zaption integration from 2012-2016, we found that producers 
and reusers of DROP preferred an array of rich communication tools over tools that added technical 
functionalities. The results contribute both to our knowledge of DROP reusers as well as inform 
repositories about software choices to facilitate reuse.  
 
 

Introduction 
 

Many disciplines are changing their traditional approaches to data and encouraging data producers to share 
that data. Researchers and practitioners, in turn, reuse that data to answer new research questions or leverage it for 
entirely new purposes. As a consequence, more disciplinary data repositories are emerging, providing infrastructure 
to facilitate data analysis and collaboration, and to provide software tools to facilitate reuse. As Borgman et al. 
claim, “If the potential of data-intensive science is to be realized, then appropriate systems, services, tools, content, 
policies, practices, and human resources are required to discover and exploit research products” (2015). However, it 
can be challenging for repositories to gain an adequate understanding of disciplinary practices and attitudes toward 
data reuse, make decisions about what tools to provide, what data analysis functionalities to support, and how best to 
facilitate multiple types of reuse in one repository. This is especially true for repositories in disciplines, such as 
education, where data sharing and reuse are new and academic norms and incentives around reuse are not well 
established. In this paper, we focus on one tool, Zaption (Stigler, Geller, & Givvin 2015), and investigate what we 
can understand about the data reusers in one repository through their use of this tool when reusing digital video 
records of practice. 

Reuse of digital records of practice is interesting because research in the field of education utilizes methods 
that span a broad spectrum of analytical approaches, and consequently data are generated in many formats, from 
quantitative statistical files in CSV to qualitative digital video in MP4. Videos of classroom lessons are one example 
of digital records of practice (DROP) that provide “detailed documentation of teaching and learning” (Bass et al. 
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2002). However, DROP themselves encompass a wider variety of data types including not only video but also audio 
recordings from classrooms and other educational settings, still images from these settings, student work, lesson 
plans, and seating charts. For this paper, we explore how reusers utilize a repository-provided software when 
working with that digital video. Unlike data reusers in many disciplinary repositories, reusers of DROP in education 
include researchers as well as education professionals who use these materials for pre-service teacher education and 
professional development. 

We critically examine different reuse cases by analyzing three groups of users utilizing a tool called 
Zaption to work with DROP at an educational data repository. Zaption was initially a stand-alone, online video 
authoring platform that allowed users to create multimedia products integrating streaming video, such as YouTube 
videos. Soon after its launch, it was further developed to work with the Basic Learning Tools Interoperability 
standard,1 allowing it to be integrated with other systems. Zaption was available as a commercial product (via 
subscription) from 2012 to September 2016, when it was discontinued after its acquisition by Workday.2 The 
repository used Zaption throughout this period and is currently investigating replacement tools. This study was done 
in part to understand reuser needs and practices to inform software selection. We ask two research questions: 

 
● What disciplinary practices and reuse patterns can we discern among DROP reusers through analytic data? 
● Given the patterns of reuse seen through Zaption, what key functionalities are necessary for a tool to 

support these disciplinary practices?  
 

Literature Review 

Video has long been used to study learning and teaching in education (Carter 2015). Digital video records 
of practice capture complex instructional events, in which teachers and learners engage in a variety of activities and 
processes, such as problem solving (Marsh & Mitchell 2014).  

There are unique benefits and challenges with video reuse (Frank, Suzuka, & Yakel 2016). Video records 
of practice facilitate multiple viewings by multiple people, provide opportunities to observe other teachers’ practice, 
and allow viewers to engage in comparative reflection (Zhang et al. 2011). They also make the practice of teaching 
visible with less disruption to the classroom environment than traditional observation (Marsh & Mitchell 2014). Yet, 
video records of practice alone are often “not able to capture the impact of the social context in which teachers 
work” (Borko 2016). Reusers may require additional documentation, such as demographic information about the 
class or school, lesson and unit plans, or other curriculum materials to provide context for reuse.  

Improvements in technology have enabled greater use of digital video (Brunvand 2010), including capture, 
playback, editing, analyzing, storage, sharing, and reuse (Derry et al. 2010). Advancements have also allowed digital 
repositories/libraries to curate, preserve, and provide access to increasingly large collections of digital video (Uglean 
Jackson & McKinley 2016). In the United States, repositories such as Databrary (Simon et al. 2015), the Inter-
University Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) (“Measures of Effective Teaching Longitudinal 
Database” 2017), Teaching Channel (Teaching Channel 2017), TIMSS Videos (from the Trends in International 
Mathematics and Science Study) (Stigler, Gallimore, & Hiebert 2000), the Teaching and Learning Exploratory 
(TLE) (University of Michigan School of Education 2014), and Virtual Learning Community (VLC) (Bates, Phalen, 
& Moran 2016) all preserve and provide access to digital video records of education practice. These are just a few of 
the growing number of repositories providing access to DROP. 

In addition to providing access to videos, digital repositories provide space (physical and/or virtual) for 
users to collaborate around digital records of practice for both education and research (Pea & Hoffert 2007). They 
also often provide users with tools for working with the videos, although these tools can hinder rather than facilitate 
reuse (Frank et al. 2016). Albertson and Ju (2015) found user confidence to be a factor that influences the sustained 
use of information retrieval tools provided by digital repositories with video collections. 

In many disciplinary repositories, hardware and specialized software tools (for analysis, visualization, 
collaboration, communication, etc.) are needed to reuse data. Reusers depend on tools, such as video editing 
software, to support their work, as these tools enhance records of practice in dynamic ways for collaboration or 
presentation. Bossewitch and Preston (2011) note the challenges that arise when these tools are not fully integrated 
into the repositories hosting the videos, thus failing to bridge the videos with the products and outcomes envisioned 
by reusers.  The decision to provide the tools or to structure data to align with current practice is a repository 
decision.  Repositories need to consider the range of user roles and use cases that may arise around the reuse of their 
                                                        
 
[1] https://www.imsglobal.org/activity/learning-tools-interoperability 
[2] http://blog.zaption.com/post/146724427719/zaption-joins-workday 
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videos in order to deliver a platform and services to meet these needs. Aubert, Prie, and Canellas (2014) discuss 
some of the challenges related to selection of video annotation tools for Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), 
one example of an effort to support video use and reuse.  In the biological sciences, Chin and Lansing (2004) note 
that while a repository should not be tool centric, it must align tools with research practice. 

In this paper, we investigate DROP reuse practices and patterns in one digital video repository. As DROP 
repositories are new, there are few existing models upon which to draw, and the provision and selection of tools to 
aid in video editing, annotation, and integration varies greatly. In order to facilitate the use of digital video records 
of practice, repositories must understand the behavior of their users. One method to understand how repository users 
find, access, and work with digital records of practice is analysis of analytics data from the repository system itself. 

 

Methods 

We used analytics data from one repository’s Zaption integration along with analyses of products created 
with Zaption to better understand reusers’ practices with digital video in educational research and teacher 
professional education. Analytics are unobtrusively collected (Rice & Borgman 1983) and complement self-reported 
data, such as interviews, by capturing what users actually do rather than relying on memory (Diamond, Price, & 
Chandrasekar 2013). This eliminates self-reporting bias as well as observation bias on the part of the researcher 
(Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, & Sechrest 2000). However, analytics data do not indicate intent or how reusers would 
like to work with DROP – just how they used DROP within system constraints.  

The repository we studied features over 1,000 full-length classroom lesson videos spanning grade levels 
and subject areas, mainly from mathematics and language arts classrooms in grades 4-9.  The videos are organized 
into five featured collections, and most are tagged to help users locate teachers’ instructional practices and subject 
area standards that were identified in the videos. Repository members, as of October 2017, totaled nearly 600 users 
who had access to all featured collections as well as the Zaption tool.  Users’ professional titles included: university 
faculty and staff (both research and teaching), graduate students, pre-service teachers, practicing K-12 teachers and 
administrators, K-12 instructional coaches, professional learning coordinators, and independent researchers.  

Data Collection and Analysis  

The repository’s Zaption integration allowed reusers to apply various playback and display effects 
(“elements,” described in Table 1) to videos hosted within the repository or on an external platform (e.g. YouTube).  
 

Elements  Description 
Clipping  An author-selected portion of the video forming the basis of a tour 
Text slide Author-generated text displaying prior to, adjacent to, or overlaid on the video 
Image slide An author-uploaded image appearing prior to or in an area adjacent to the video 
Open response A prompt for viewers to enter text in response to a portion of the video; the user’s input is 

logged by the system and accessible only to the tour author(s) 
Discussion A prompt for viewers to enter comments on the video that are time stamped and posted in 

a field next to the video player; other viewers may view/reply to them 
Multiple choice A question associated with a video, presenting options for viewers to select one response 
Drawing An author-drawn image overlaid on the video or appearing next to the video player 
Replay An author-selected portion of the video that is automatically replayed 
Jump An author-generated link allowing viewers to skip selected parts of the video 
Check boxes An author-generated prompt prompting viewers to choose one or more responses in a list 
Numerical response An author-generated prompt offering viewers the ability to enter numerical response 
Drawn response An author-generated prompt offering viewers the ability to produce a drawing 

 
Table 1: Zaption Elements 
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In Zaption’s lexicon, the multimedia products that integrated videos and Zaption elements3 were called 
“tours” and, for our analysis, we considered the reusers who created them to be the “authors” of these tours. Our 
data collection centered on the decisions authors made when designing and using the tours. In Zaption, authors were 
able to select from 12 different elements, such as video clipping, joining separate clips, adding layers (e.g. text 
slides), and incorporating interactive features (e.g. a discussion thread alongside the video). The resulting tour could 
be shared through the Zaption platform with other members by sending a tour-specific link. 

For the audience (“viewers”) who viewed the Zaption tour, the video(s) were the main focal point; the 
additional elements served to shape the experience, based on the author’s goals. For example, an author could set 
their video to pause and restart at preset times, prompt viewers for input, and incorporate their comments and/or 
questions. After sharing a tour, authors could download a file containing information describing the viewing activity 
for the tour as well as viewer responses to the interactive elements embedded in the tour. 

We focused our analysis on two types of data: (1) tour viewing analytics from the Zaption system, prepared 
by the Zaption support team; and (2) documentation of the videos and Zaption elements used in these tours compiled 
by repository staff. The first type of data, the tour viewing analytics data prepared by the Zaption support team, 
contained usage statistics for all 1,263 user-generated tours in the repository. 791 tours were excluded from our 
analysis because they were part of a joint research project with another university that utilized Zaption to code 
videos. The privacy restrictions on the videos and specific ways in which Zaption was used to carry out the analysis 
rendered them ineligible for inclusion in our study. The remaining 472 tours were examined for further analysis, 
criteria for which included the following: 

 
(1) Analysis I: Tours viewed by 2 or more people; we focused our analysis on tours for which the number of 

unique viewers was at least 2 (i.e. those cases where the tour was shared with, and accessed by, at least one 
other person). This yielded 148 tours for the first analysis. 

(2) Analysis II: Tours viewed by only ONE viewer for at least 1,000 seconds (~17 minutes) of viewing time; we 
were interested in the subset of tours that seemed to represent deeper engagement with the embedded 
video(s) by one viewer (i.e. the author or someone with whom the author shared the tour). This subset 
initially consisted of 16 tours that we believed might be instances of “personal study;” (i.e. those tours that 
were closely studied by one person).  Two of these tours were excluded from our analysis due to privacy 
restrictions set by the creator. This yielded 14 tours for the second analysis. 

 
As a result of these criteria, tours were excluded from our analysis for three reasons: they had zero viewers; they 

were viewed for an insignificant amount of time; or they were created purely for testing purposes by repository staff.   
After applying these criteria, there were 162 total tours available for analysis – 148 in Analysis I and 14 in 

Analysis II.  Both analyses focused on the contents of the tours – specifically the videos they featured as well as the 
Zaption elements that authors chose to incorporate – in order to better understand how authors manipulated videos 
using Zaption elements, and how viewers interacted with the resulting tours. This involved manually visiting each 
tour and recording (a) the media assets authors utilized and (b) the elements they used. It is worth noting that this 
was the only available process for gathering this data. The Zaption system did not capture the types and frequencies 
of elements used across a set of tours. The tour content information and Zaption-provided tour usage analytics 
resulted in the complete dataset on which our results and discussion focus. 

The collection and coding of Zaption tour contents deserves some elaboration – particularly the variables 
we defined in the process. Each time our research team viewed a tour for either Analysis I or Analysis II, three 
different variables were recorded: (1) the titles of the videos used; (2) the Zaption elements used; and (3) and the 
repository group affiliation (if any) with which the tour author was associated (group affiliation was assigned within 
the repository system as part of the individual’s account creation or during his/her system request to access special 
collections).  In many cases, the videos came from larger collections in the repository. In others, the footage was 
uploaded by the reuser (e.g. videos of their own teaching). The reuser’s group affiliation provided some information 
about how the repository and Zaption system were likely being used. Group membership, when considered in 
combination with the video collection utilized and Zaption elements used in each of the tours, revealed patterns of 
video reuse. We refer to these reuse “cases” later in our comparative analysis.  

 

                                                        
 
[3]https://zaption.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/203065205-Element-Descriptions 
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Findings 

Overview of Findings 

A vast majority of the tours (97.5% or 158 tours) we analyzed included only a single video. Only four tours 
(2.5%) contained more than one video (integrating 2-6 videos within a single tour). Almost all the tours (93.8% or 
152 tours) used video from either the Rounds program collection (107 tours or 72.8%) and/or the Measure of 
Effective Teaching Extension (METX) collection (34 tours or 21.0%); the latter was one of the repository’s five 
featured collections. Videos from other sources were far less common. The next most-used collection was only used 
in six tours (3.7%); other collections were used even less. 

Table 2 shows the frequency and percentage of Zaption element usage across the 162 tours, all of which 
incorporated at least one element. The Zaption clipping element was by far the most commonly used, appearing in 
nearly all of the tours, with the text slide, open response, and discussion elements incorporated less frequently but 
still at a significant level. The image slide, multiple choice, and drawing elements appeared almost negligibly. The 
remaining five elements had not been employed in the tours we analyzed. 

 
 

Zaption Functionalities  Tour Count Percentage of Tours 
Clipping 154 95.1% 
Text slide 95 58.6% 

Open response 53 32.7% 
Discussion 44 27.2% 
Image slide 11 6.8% 

Multiple choice 6 3.7% 
Drawing 3 1.9% 

 
Table 2: Zaption Element/Functionality Usage (n=162) 

 

Three Cases of Data Reuse 

 Through our analyses, we were able to discern distinct practices and patterns among several groups of 
DROP reusers. In this section we discuss three profiles of reuse that emerged from the Zaption data: Rounds, High 
Leverage Teaching Practices, and Personal Study. 

Rounds  

The “Rounds” group includes students, faculty, and staff from the university’s program for secondary 
teacher education majors. Teaching “interns” in this program are preparing to teach core content subjects in middle 
and high schools. Since 2005, Rounds faculty have been gathering, studying, and using video of teaching practice to 
help novices develop key teaching competencies. Their growing video collection is housed within the repository and 
has been used in diverse ways, including providing feedback to interns on their developing practice, offering 
professional development for “Attending Teachers” who mentor the interns, as well as conducting and 
communicating research by the program’s faculty. One particularly noteworthy event for which the Zaption tours 
were routinely used was for “Grand Rounds,” a community event run by the program to discuss “cases” or 
“problems” of practice. These events typically include more than 100 participants. 

The Rounds group created almost two-thirds of the tours we analyzed (109 out of 162), and they generally 
used them in more shared, interactive ways than others. The Zaption tours created by the Rounds group tended to be: 

 
● Accessed and viewed by a small group of individuals (median of 3 people; average of 4.4 people), over a 

relatively short period of time (median of 7 days; average of 21.7 days) 
● Single videos, approximately 50 minutes in length, from which specific events or moments in the video 

were intentionally selected for viewing and sharing (i.e. 94% of the Zaption tours created by Rounds 
members utilized the Zaption “clipping” element to select particular video clips) 
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● Interactive in nature, designed to engage viewers in thinking about the videos by (a) providing prompts 
with the selected video through text slides: 56% of the Rounds group’s Zaption tours contained one – or (b) 
soliciting comments from viewers: 39% of the group’s Zaption tours utilized the “open response” element 
and 31% utilized the “discussion” element. 

High Leverage Practices 

High Leverage Practices (HLPs) are a set of critical and fundamental teaching practices used across grade 
levels and subjects, defined and developed by TeachingWorks4. The HLP Video Exemplars Collection in the 
repository was created by core staff at TeachingWorks as a way of representing these practices with high-quality 
video examples from real classrooms. The collection was trimmed from full-length, raw footage of classroom 
lessons into selections of annotated clips.  Some of the video production work took place in Zaption where tours 
served as a means of communication between TeachingWorks staff and the professional video production company 
who produced the final, edited versions of the videos that are now a featured collection in the repository. 

The HLP Video Exemplars project team created four Zaption tours that we analyzed for content and use of 
Zaption elements. While this is a small percentage of the full set of tours in our analyses, it represents a unique use 
of the platform for co-creation of a final product for broad audiences. The HLP Zaption tours served as a rough 
“storyboard” to guide the post-production work of the video editors. Each tour contained 1-3 video segments taken 
from a single, full-length video. The average HLP Zaption tour was a total of three minutes in duration and 
contained text slides inserted at various points to highlight a particular teaching practice captured in that portion of 
the video. The text slides indicated where in the final video text overlays should appear as well as the specific 
wording to be used. On average, these tours were viewed by two unique viewers over a period of 16 days. This 
likely represents the time period over which the post-production editing took place.  Because these tours were not 
meant to be interactive, only the clipping and text slides elements were used, and they occurred in 100% of the tours. 

Personal Study 

In our initial analysis (see Analysis I, described in the Data Collection and Analysis section) we omitted 
Zaption tours that only had one viewer because we believed “single viewer” cases to be one-off efforts by 
individuals to try out the Zaption system or to quickly save videos for themselves to revisit later (i.e. bookmarking). 
However, there were 14 Zaption tours, created by 6 different individuals, that stood out among the single-viewer 
tours. These tours were viewed much longer than other tours and logged more than twice the number of minutes-
viewed than other tours with only one viewer (this was also true when comparing this small subset of tours with all 
Zaption tours in our full data set). Something else seemed to be going on with this particular subset so we returned, 
in a second analysis, to examine them in more detail. In particular, we focused on those tours with more than 1000 
seconds (~17 minutes) of average viewing time; these tours had average viewing times ranging between 18.9 
minutes and 68.8 minutes. 

These tours had a median duration (from start to finish) of 48.6 minutes and median viewing times (i.e. 
minutes watched) of 35.6 minutes. Although the data does not allow us to see what viewers watched or how they 
proceeded through the Zaption tour, viewers generally watched between 61% to 452% (i.e. repeated viewing) of the 
content that was available for viewing. (One outlier only watched 29%.) For this subset of tours, individuals tended 
to spend time with the content and, in some instances, viewed the content multiple times. Also, notably, many of 
these tours were designed for entering or displaying notes and comments. In 13 of the 14 tours, the video selections 
were accompanied by some form of note taking – specifically, these tours contained a space for discussion (eight 
tours or 57%), a text slide (four tours or 29%), or an “open response” field to collect comments (two tours or 
14.3%). Because these cases are characterized by a single viewer who spent significant time with the content, they 
seem to be instances of “study” by one person or, what we call, “Personal Study.” 

Other Use Cases 

In addition to the Zaption tours created by the Rounds program, the HLP Video Exemplars project team, 
and the Personal Study subset, 35 tours were included in our analysis that were created by others who were not in 
any of these groups. While these 35 tours shared some commonalities with those in the other subsets – e.g. they 
made heavy use of “Clipping” element (94.3%) and Text Slide element (68.6%) – this “miscellaneous” (Misc.) 
group stands apart in a few ways.  First, many of these tours had been shared and accessed by a relatively high 
number of unique viewers. Almost 40% of these tours had been accessed by 20 or more unique viewers – by 
                                                        
 
[4] http://www.teachingworks.org/ 
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contrast, a little less than 2% of the Rounds tours had been accessed by this many unique viewers, and none of the 
HLP Video Exemplar tours or the Personal Study tours had been accessed by this many viewers. Second, this subset 
of miscellaneous tours included instances where multiple videos – from different classroom lessons – had been 
integrated into a single Zaption tour. Such tours were very rare among the dataset we analyzed. Although the 
capacity for this type of video integration was readily available, less than 3% of all tours in our dataset utilized it. 
Notably, nearly all instances of this were found among this subset. Finally, nearly all (82.9%) of these miscellaneous 
tours drew from a single video collection accessible to all paid repository users. A few also featured video sources 
housed outside of the repository such as YouTube (2.9%) and a user-uploaded video (2.9%). Additionally, a few 
miscellaneous tours (14.3%) drew from a small private repository collection we did not discuss here. 

Comparing Use Patterns Between Groups 

Looking across the use cases, we found similarities and differences. Table 3 provides descriptive statistics 
to compare viewing norms across the different groups, Rounds, HLP, Personal Study, and miscellaneous (Misc.). 
The average viewing time across all four groups ranged from 1.8 to 36.3 minutes, and the number of unique viewers 
per tour ranged from 1 to 35. The average active life, or the days a tour was actively used, ranged from 8.9 to 124.8 
days. The difference between the mean and median was greatest for the ‘miscellaneous’ group, which supports the 
assumption that reuse patterns for individuals within this group varied more than within the other three groups. Our 
knowledge that the Rounds program group was using the videos for educational purposes and the value for the 
median active life (7 days) supports the pattern of giving an assignment to a student and turning it in the next week. 
Along with this, the average number of viewers per tour (3-4) in addition to the types of functionalities (open 
response and discussion) used in sharing indicates some effort to interact with others through tours – both privately 
and in small groups. This pattern of use seems consistent with an individual sharing video(s) with a teacher or 
mentor and with peers to get teaching feedback and comments. 

 

 
Rounds 
(n=109) HLP (n=4) 

Personal Study 
(n=14) Misc. (n=35) 

Average viewing time (min) 6.0 1.8 36.3 7.7 
Median viewing time (min) 4.1 1.3 35.6 4.2 

Average # of unique viewers 4.5 2.3 1.0 14.0 
Median # of unique viewers 3 2 1.0 7.0 

Average tour active life (days) 24.7 16 8.9 124.8 

Median tour active life (days) 7 7 0 20 
 

Table 3: Comparison of Video and Viewing Practices Across the Use Cases 
 

Element usage also varied across the use cases (Table 4) with some notable patterns. Clipping was the most 
popular element among all groups. Overall, the text slide function was the second most commonly used element for 
all groups, with the exception of the Personal Study group that used the discussion element more frequently than the 
text slide element. Discussion differs from open response in that discussion comments were readable by anyone 
allowed to see the tour, while open responses were viewable only by the author of the tour. While the Rounds group 
employed the discussion element, it had a slight preference for open response. The Rounds group also made use of a 
broader range of the available functionalities, using 7 out of the 12 elements available. No other group used as 
many. The HLP group used only clipping and text slides, but their tours were also the shortest and used for a very 
focused purpose – these tours were used to specifically to communicate video edits, with the text slides providing 
explicit guidance to the video production team. 
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Zaption Elements Rounds (n=109) HLP  (n=4) Personal Study (n=14) Misc. (n=35) 
Clipping 93.6% 100.0% 100.0% 94.3% 
Text slide 56.0% 100.0% 28.6% 68.6% 

Open response 39.4% 0% 14.30% 17.1% 
Discussion 31.2% 0% 57.10% 2.9% 
Image slide 4.6% 0% 0% 5.7% 

Drawing 1.8% 0% 0% 0% 
Multiple choice 0.9% 0% 0% 11.4% 

 
Table 4: Comparison of Element Usage Across the Use Cases 

 
Zaption elements were used in conjunction with one another (see Table 5). Although clipping was 

common, it was most often paired with different functionalities across the groups. The Rounds and HLP groups 
most often paired clipping and text slides. These were the only elements used by the HLP group. The Personal Study 
group preferred a combination of clipping and discussion. The Rounds group regularly used more than two 
functionalities during reuse; most often mixing clipping, open response, and text slides (29.4%). 

 

Zaption Functionalities 
Rounds 
(n=109) HLP (n=4) 

Personal Study 
(n=14) Misc. (n=35) 

Clipping + Text slide 51.4% 100.0% 21.4% 65.7% 

Clipping + Open response 37.6%  14.3% 14.3% 
Clipping + Open response + Text slide 29.4%   2.9% 

Clipping +  Discussion 28.4%  57.1% 5.7% 
Clipping +  Discussion+ Text slide 8.3%   2.9% 

Clipping +  Multiple choice    11.4% 

Table 5: Element Combinations use Across the Use Cases 

Discussion 

We began with two research questions focused on practices around reuse of DROP and the functionalities 
of the video tools that support those practices.  In this section, we return to those questions to discuss what we can 
discern about disciplinary practices from the analysis and the type of tools needed to support those practices. In the 
conclusion, we comment on how this investigation has influenced our future system selection since Zaption’s 
discontinuation. We recognize that analytics data present only one perspective on data reusers and do not indicate 
motivations for these observed behaviors, which is one limitation of this study. 

First, we found that only 7 of the 12 possible Zaption functionalities (elements) were used in the tours we 
analyzed, with only 4 (clipping, text slide, open response, and discussion) being used by over 30% of any group. 
Three of these functionalities (text slide, open response, and discussion) share certain characteristics: they all 
support communication and collaboration and they privilege written and descriptive communication. Elements that 
offered closed response options (multiple choice and check boxes) were rarely used. Finally, those featuring non-
textual responses (numerical or drawn responses) or more advanced ways of interacting with the video (e.g. jump 
and replay) were not used at all. This resonates with other research findings that indicate a reluctance among video 
repository users to learn new programs with specialized features and functionalities to work with video data –
instead, reusers opted for common and familiar tools that served their basic needs (Frank et al. 2016). For DROP 
reusers, less may be more; fewer overall tools may work if those selected align with practice (Frank et al. 2016). 

The functionalities that support communication and collaboration were the most frequently used tools after 
clipping. However, different groups relied on these elements with different frequencies. The teacher-education 
oriented Rounds group made the highest consistent use of all the communication and collaboration elements. The 
open response and discussion elements supported the need for communication between teacher educators, students, 
and small groups. This is common in teacher education settings: Discussion and feedback are an important part of 
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many learning activities. Additional evidence of this type of use was the average number of unique viewers for 
Rounds tours (4.5) as well as the tone of the dialogue that emerged in the discussion and open response elements. 
This insight into instructional formats and activity structures seems to be key to finding useful ways to support the 
use of DROP in teaching. On the other hand, the Personal Study group relied much more heavily on the discussion 
tool. When this tool was used by these single viewers, it served to facilitate communication between the author and a 
teaching coach/mentor. It appeared that privacy was controlled by issuing a single invitation to view the video. 
Notably, while both the Rounds and Personal Study groups were working with DROP to improve an individual’s 
teaching, they chose among these tools with different frequencies to support their online interactions. A rich array of 
communication and collaboration tools appears to be important in helping teachers reflect upon and improve their 
teaching. 

 

Conclusions 

Through the Zaption data, we saw indications of which tools are essential and which are embraced less 
frequently by the groups studied. This has been helpful for the repository to select a system to replace Zaption as 
well as for the refinement of DROP repository services. Our findings all indicate that a tool to replace Zaption 
should concentrate on providing options for rich communication and collaboration to support practice, but we 
understand that these interactions will be structured differently by various groups of reusers. Non-use does not 
necessarily mean that the functionalities are not needed in practice; it could additionally or alternatively indicate that 
there may be some barrier to using such tools – for example, individuals may lack understanding of or familiarity 
with the functionality, or there may be some design or implementation barriers. We continue to study the reusers of 
DROP through other research methods (e.g. interviews, surveys, and observations), to resolve these and other 
questions about reusers’ motivations and behaviors.   
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